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INTRODUCTION

The Shinwa Model SR001 Wide Band Scanning Receiver is a state-of-the-art,
synthesized receiver that is designed to provide you with years of dependable
service and listening pleasure. The scanning receiver covers 25 through 999.995
MHz and provides 200 programmable memory channels (10 groups of20 channels
each). A full-featured wireless remote control is also included to operate the
receiver from the relaxation ofyour easy chair. The following features provide for
optimum performance of all received frequencies:

Wid e-Band Frequency Coverage
High-Speed Scanning
o 35-Ch / Sec in VFO Mode
| 25-Ch i Sec in MEMO Mode
200 MEMO Channels (10 Groups of 20 Channels)
Pre-Programmed Mode By Frequency Segment
Programmable Scan for:
. MEMO Channel Scanning
. MEMO Group Scanning
. MEMO Band Scanning ^,,, I
t Resume Saan
Timer (On or OfI) Mode
Alarm Priority Channel Monitoring
Easy-To-Read MultiColor LCD Display
Wireless Remote Control
Two Antenna Jacks for Optimum Antenna Selection
Lithium Battery Memory Back-Up

These features combine to provide you with one of the finest scanning receivers
available. Please read this manual thoroughly so that you will become familiar and
comfortable with the operation and programming examples. This will help you
achieve maximum performance and enjoyment while using the receiver.

THANKYOU FOR CHOOSING THE SROO1 WIDE-BAND
SCANNING RECEIVER!

Note: Any information monitored on this receiver is for your personal use only and is not
intendedforcommercialpurposes. Pleasefollowallappiicablegovernmentregulgtionsthat
apply to radio frequency broadcasts and reception.
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GETTING STARTED

TINPACKING

Carefully unpack the receiver, remote control, and all other accessories listed below.
check each item against the following parts list, and look for any shipping damage
that may have occurred.

PART d

SROOl
SD471
UM-4
zK82

DESCRIPTION

Scanning Receiver
Remote Controller
Batteries for SD471 (AAA)
Mounting Bracket
Power Cable (DC)
Hardware Package(s)
Hook & Loop Tape
2 Amp Fuse (extra)
Label Set
Warranty Card

OUANTTTY

1 ea.
1 ea.
2 ea.
1 ea.
1 ea.
2 ea.
1 ea.
1 ea.
1 ea.
1 ea.

4 ea.

4 ea,
4 ea.
4 ea.
4Ea.
4 ea.

MOTTIVTING BRACKET

HARDWARE PACKAGE #1

X[4 X 10 mm Hex phi l l ips Head Bolt  (black)

HARDWARE PACKAGE #2

M5 x 16 mm Hex phillips Head Bolt
NIs Flat Washer
M5 Split SpringWasher
M5 Hex nut
#5 x 25 mm Pan Head Self Tapping Screw



INSTALI,ATION

The SR001 Receiver can be installed and used in any position without affecting its
performance. It should be installed so the digital display and controls are easy to see
and operate. However, it should have at least two inches (50 mm) of air space around
the rear heat sink for ventilation and heat dissipation. If used in a vehicle, it should
be mounted so that it does not interfere with the safe operation of the vehicle and
is not in the direct air flow ofa heater vent.

FIXED
INSTALLATION

MOBII.E INSTATTATION
UNDER DASH BOARD

The mounting bracket can be installed on top of the receiver, or under the receiver
as a stand. If you desire to permanently install the bracket, use the mountingbracket
holes as a template for determining the best location to drill starting holes for the
screws. Mount the bracket with your choice of supplied hardware. Then mount the
receiver to the bracket with the four (4) black hex screws (M4 x 10 mm). Save the
remaining hardware in case you wish to change the mounbing location at a later time.

You may also wish to connect an optional external speaker which may allow you to
place the speaker in a more convenient listening location. For best results, use an
external speaker specified at BQ (ohms) such as the optional Shinwa Model ZP72l
available at your authorized Shinrva Dealer.

MOUNTING
BRACKET



POWER CONNECTIONS

CAUTION: USE 13.5VDC, !70Vo, NEGATM GROUND ONLY OR
SEVERE DAMAGE WILL RESULT! FAILURE T:O OBSERVE
TH E SB PRECAUTIONS W ILL V OID TH E WARRANTY.

MOBILE POWER CONNECTIONS

The SR001 requires a power source of 13.5 VDC +707o, negative ground, and capable
of providing 1.5 amps. The positive (+) red wire can be connected directly to the
positive (+) battery terminal in your vehicle. This will allow the receiver to operate
eventhoughtheignit ionkeyisturnedoff .  However,youmustthenremembertoturn
the receiver offwhen you leave the vehicle . Instead of the (+) battery terminal, you
can connect the positive (+) red wire through the ignition switch so that the receiver
will be turned offwhen the ignition is turned off. Do not connect the receiver to any
power source except through the fused power cable that is supplied with the receiver.

The negative (-) black wire should be connected directly to the negative (-) battery
terminal in your vehicle. Instead of the (-) battery terminal, you can connect the
negative (-) black wire directly to the metal vehicle chassis if the chassis is actually
the same as the negative (-) battery terminal.

vEHtct f
rUSE BOX

IO VEHICTE
BAITERY

+13.E VDC

TUSE HOIDER
RED
WIRE

Bt-ACX
WIRE
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BASE POWER CONNECTIONS

The sR001 requires a power supply of 13.5 vD C +\\qn,negative ground, and capable
of providing 1.5 amps. Connect the positive (+) red wire to the positive (+) voltage
connection, and the negative (-) black wire to tbe negative (-) voltage connection. If
the output voltage of the power supply can be varied, set it for no more than 13.5 VDC.
Do not connect the receiver to any power source except through the fused DC power
cable that is supplied with the receiver.

The power supply can be turned On and Offeach time the receiver is turned On and
off, butthereceivermust be turned on afterthe power supplyisturned on, andthen
the receiver must be turned Offbefore the power supply is turned Off. This procedure
will not allow you to use the wireless remote control to turn on the receiver.

The power supply can be left On so that the receiver can then be turned On and Off
by the front panel switch or rvith the rvireless remote control. Be sure that the power
supply is rated to be left On continuously.

You may also wish to use the optional AC Adapter to power the receiver instead of
a separate power supply. The AC Adapter provides the correct DC voltage and
current to operate the receiver, and it is available from your Authorized Shinwa
Dealer.

POWET sUPPI.Y



8 ANTENNA

All antennas are designed for use on specific frequency ranges. Antennas are also
designed to be extremely narrow band to cover a very narrow frequency range, very
broadband to cover a broad frequency range, or dual-band to cover two different
narrow bands of frequency ranges. A narrow band antenna will typically provide
greater received signal strength on the narrow frequency range it is designed for as
compared to a broadband antenna that typically offers a lower received signal
strength over a broader range offrequencies. Each antenna has its own specifica-
tions for gain, directional or omni-directional signal patterns, and mounting.

Your choice of antenna(s) will make a significant difference in the sigaal strength you
receive. Ideally, you should consider one ofthe specially designed scanner antennas
that are available in the market place. These antennas are manufactured by many
different antenna companies, and are available for base station mounting and
vehicle mounting. You may choice two different antennas so you receive maximum
signal strength on the particular frequencies you are interested in monitoring.

Your SR001 Wide-Band ScanningReceiverprovides two separate antenna jacks on
the rear panel. The antenna input impedance of each jack is 50O. One jack is a "BNC"
connector and the otherjack is an "N" connector. A single antenna can be connected
to either ofthe jacks, or separate antennas can be connected to each jack. Antenna
switching is done by the "ANT' (antenna) button on the remote control. While
programming the receiver for a particular frequency you wish to monitor, you will
also program which antenna should be selected. This allows you to program the most
sensitive antenna for each frequency monitor.

Your authorized Shinwa Dealer will be able assist you in selecting the best
antenna(s) for your application and listening pleasure.

-; .-.@
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QUICK REFERENCE CHART

This chartisintended as aquick referenceafteryouhave becomecompletelyfamiliar
with all features and functions of the receiver. Please read through all the control
functions and perform all of the programming examples to help you achieve
maximum performance and enjoyment while using the receiver. The chart is also
repeated in the back ofthe manual in case you wish to cut-it-out and keep it with the
receiver.

1 . Indicates what mode or function
is displayed on the LCD (Liquid
Crystal Display) of the receiver.

Indicates what button on the
front panel or remote control
should be pressed.

I

2.
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SROO1 QUICK REFERENCE CIIART

FUNCTION OPERATION MODE ITEMARKS

ENTER
A FRE().

INTO TIIE
w'o

PRESS'EI{I' '
ENTER Tr[t FREQ.

PRESS'ENT''
'vFo"

SCANNING NOT
AVAILABLE WHEN

EIVI'IiRING A
FREQ.

CIL\NGE TITE
FUNCTION OF

A PREVIOUSLY
ENTL'RED FIREQ.

PRESS'MODN'"
'STEP" OR'ANT''
TITEN CIIANGE

FUNCTION

'MODE",
'STEP"

OR
'ANT''

NOT POSSIBIJ
WHEN TTIE "." IS

DISPI.AYED

ENTERAT.RDQ
INTO A

MEMOITY'MEMO''
CTIANNF]L

SELECT TIIE FREQ.,
PRESS'M",

ENTER MEM CII #,
PRESS'ENT'

'MEMO''

OR
i l a t

FUNCTION IS
POSSIBLE WHEN

TIIF "o"  IS
FI,1\SIIING

R.ECALLING A
MEMORY

CIIANNET,WHEN
INITTO' IMODE

PRESS 'V/nif"'Slilf"

ENTER MEM CII  #,  &
PRESS'EN'I'; OR

'r6N'1r'& rr 
n 

'r OR "V'r

'vFO" POSSItsLE IF
TTIE "o" fS

NOT DISPLAYED

RECAIIINGA
MEMORY

CIIANNEL WHEN
IN ''ME]!TO'' MODE

PRESS'TNT'
ENTEIT MEM CH #, &

PRESS'ENT"; OR
'ENTil g rrf irr OII "V"

'TYIEMO"
I'OSSIBLE IF

TIIF "o" IS
NOT DISPLAYED

1'0 SCIIN
PRESS'SCAI]""

PRIISS rr  
{  

r r

OR
PRESS tt 

!f 
tr

"a"
OR

i l V  i l

PRI'SS'SCA]Y'
ACNIN TO STOI'

TTIIS MODE

CTIANGE TTM SCAN
I.'UNCTION OF TIIE

RESUME SCAN
MODE

PRESS'SCAN.C''
TO SELECT ''CAFI'"

'AUD", OR ''rIM" AS
A SCAN MODE

"cAIl",''AUI)'"

OR
''TIM'

TIIIS FUNCTION
CA]\'BE CHANGED

WIIILE INAIIY
MODE

SETTING THE
"oIY'OR "OFtr' '

TIMER
FUNCTION

PRESS TIMER
"OiV'OR "OFI.-'
ENTER TIME,
PRESS'ENT"

"c"MAXIMUM TTME IS
99 HRS & 59 MIN

FROM THE
PRESEIYT TIME
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I CONTROL FUNCTIONS

The Control Functions are divided into three sections that describe the receiver its
self, and a fourth section that describes the remote control. It is suggested that you
compale the description of each functions here with actual function on the receiver
and remote control. For your convenience, the receiver is shown without its display
funct ions,andthedisplayisshownwithouttheent irereceiver.  Thisistoemphasize
the control functions of one particular area of the receiver at a time.

REMOTE CONTROL INFRARED RECEIVER SENSOR
Location of the infrared sensor thatreceives signals from the remote control.
This sensor must always be in a direct line-of-sight when you use the remote
control.

DISPI,AY (SEE DISPI,AY SECTION)
Displays frequency, function, channels, timer function, memory channel
groups, mode, channel steps, scan rate, delay, and antennal or 2.

"n" AND "v" IJP AND DOWN BUTTONS
For stepping up or dolvn through the displayed frequency or tbe memory
channels, or to start scanningby pressingeither button for more than one (1)
second.

l l

I

FRONT PANEL
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"SCN" SCAN BUTTON
For starting and stopping the scanning function.

.\.,M" VFO/MEMORY BUTTON
For switchingbetween the VFO mode (manually enteredfrequency) and the
MEMO mode (memory clrannel).

"PWR,/VO L" POWE R,/VO LUME C O NTRO L ( PUS H/PU SH TYI'E )
Forturningthe powerOn and Off, and controllingthe volume level. Pushing
the control once will make it pop out so it can be adjusted, and pushing it
again will return it to its recessed position.

" ?"EARPHONEJACK
For connecting an optional earphone for private listening when you do not
wish to listen to the speaker. IJse an earphone that has a 3.5 mm plug and
30-600 O of impedance. When the earphone is plugged in, the internal
speaker is muted (turned off).

"SQ" SQUELCH CONTROL (PUSH/PUSH TYPE)
For controlling (quieting) the receiver audio output when no signal is being
received. Rotate the control clockwise until the noise disappears. Pushing
the control once will make it pop out so it can be adjusted, and pushing it
again will return it to its recessed position.

"ENTO'ENTER BUTTON
For settingVFOfrequency, memory channel number, skip memory channel,
band frequency setting, timer, alarm channel, and alarm.

"M" MEMORY BUTTON
For setting the memory frequencies, memory number, and alarm channel.

"FM, TV, AND PRSNL'AND OTHER NIIMERIC BUTTONS
For programming frequency, and setbing memory groups.
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DISPLAY

lMEMol
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(MEMORYMODE)
Lights up in the memory mode.

(VFO MODE)
Lights up in the VFO mode.

(SKIP MARKINDICATOR)
Lights up when a memory channel is programmed to be
skipped while in the scan mode.

(LP / DOWN SCANNING INDICATORS)
Indicates the VFO frequency or MEMO (memory) channel
up or down scanning direction.

(PRI MODE)
Lights up in the priority mode.
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(AIM MODE)
Lights up in the alarm mode.

(COLON INDICATOR)
Lights up when the timer ON / OFF mode is programmed.

(SKIP MODE)
Lights up in the skip mode.

(DTGI MODE)
Lights up when an external computer is connected to the
optional RS-232C jack on the rear panel.

(BUSY MODE)
Lights up when a signal is received with a strong enough
signal strength to open the squelch.

(ON TIMER MODE)
The ON lights up when you press the "ON" timer button on
the remote cbntrol, and the "ON" goes out after approxi-
mately 2-seconds when you press the "ON" button again.

(OFF TIMER MODE)
The OFF lights up when you press the "OFF' timer button
on the remote control, and the "OFF" goes out after
appproxiamtely 2-seconds when you press the "OFF" button
again.

(SIGNAL STRENGTH METER)
Lights up to show the signal strength of received sigaals.

(ATT SELECTION INDICATOR)
Lights up when you press the "ATT''button on the remote
control, and goes outwhen youpress the "ATT''button again.

ON

OFF

@ llllnr*rrrllll
ATT



OPT I
OPT 2

ANT
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(OP1 & OPT2 SELECTION INDICATOR)
Lights up when you press either the "OPTION 1" or
"OPTION 2" button on the remote contro.l. Pressing either
the "OPTION 1" or "OPTION 2" button again causes the
indicator to go out.

(ANT SELECTION INDICATOR)
Lights up to display which antenna jack (ANT.I or ANT.2)
tl.re receiver is currently programmed to receive on.

(RESUME SCAN DEI"AY TIME INDICATOR)
Lights up to show the delay time that resume scan is
programmed for, when in the TIM (time) mode.

(RESUME SCAN INDICATOR)
Lights up to display one of the resume scan modes: CAR
(carrier), AUD (audio), or TIM (time) that the receiver is
currently programmed for.

i l - l-  
r  r : tS

rTr r-r iV
r l r  r_ r  N

@ 'l E Er:!l tr!:r.Lril! (FREeuENCyDrspr,ay)

1 - t  t - t  r - l
t I r  t l r . r l r  K

Digital display that displays the received frequency in the
VFO or MEMO modes. or the time when the timer mode is
activated.

(FREQUENCY STEP INDICATOR)
Displays the frequency step (5.0, 10.0, 72.5,20.0,25.0, 50.0,
or 100k) that the receiver is currently programmed for.

(MODE INDICATOR)
Lights up to show what mode (AM, FMN, OR FMW) the
receiver is currently programmed for.

(FRE QUENCY ENTERING II.{DICATOR)
Lights up when the "ENT'' irutton is pressed to indicale when
;t  f re, luencv, memory clrannel,  or aiarm should be entered.

i l r
t {i-l M

a
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Lights up when a programmed memory group or frequency
band is being received.

(FACTORY-PROGRAMMED MODE INDICATOR)
Lights up in the VFO mode when the frequency being
received is in a factory programmed mode instead of a user
programmed mode. Refer to the "Factory Programmed
Mode" chart

r- i l-r r_t  ̂ .  (MEMORYCHANNEL)
l-l l-l l-l UH Displays the number of the memory channel when in the

MEMO (memory) mode.

(MEMORY GROUP/BAND DISPI,AY)
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REAR PANEL

6) "ANT.I" coNNECToR\/ 
For an "N" type antenna connector.

(^ "ANT.2"coNNECToR\-/ 
For a "BNC" typ" antenna connector.

G) "EXT.sP" coNNEcroR\/ 
For connecting an optional external speaker that has a 3.5 mm plug and is
rated at 4-B Q. When the external speaker is plugged in, the internal
speaker is muted (turned off).

DC VOLTAGE POWER CONNECTOR
For connecting 13.5 VDC I 70% to power the receiver.

FUSEHOLDER (2A FUSE)
For a 2 arnp fuse to protect the receiver circuitry.

RS.232 C OPTIONAL CONNE CTION
Location of optional RS-232C jack for computer control of receiver.

@

@

@
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REMOTE CONTROL

BATTERIES

Before operating the Wireless Remote Controller, install two (2) AAA batteries.

InstallingBatteries: Remove thebatterycover
on the back of the remote control by pressing
down gently on the arrow and slidi ng offthe
battery cover. Note that the battery type
and direction of each battery is marked
inside the battery compartment. Install the
two batteries with their positive (+) and
minus (-) polarity as indicated. The polarity
of the two batteries should be in opposite
directions. Replace the battery cover.

Battery Life: The batter ies wi l l  last
approximately six (6) mont\,s dcpending
upon the usage of the remote controller.
When the remote controller will not operate
the receiver, the batteries should be re-
placed. Always replace both batteries with
new ones at the same t ime. I f  the remote
controller will not be used for a long period
of time. remove the batteries.

Care: If the remote controller
becomes dirty, wipe it with a clean dry cloth.
Do not use any chemicals for cleaning, or
allow any water to come in contact rvith the
remote controller as the buttons may stop
functioning. Also, do not leave the remote
controller in direct sunlight for extended
periods or in temperatures over 12OoF (49'C).
The excessive heat may cause the remote
controll er to malfunction.

l 2 J a
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FLINCTIONS

1 . NUMERIC BUTTONS
For programming frequency, timer on-off, and setting memory groups.

"M" MEMORY BUT"ION
For setting the memory frequencies, memory number, and memory skip.

"ENT'' ENTER BUT'TON
For setting VFO frequency, memory channel number, skip memory channel, and alarm
channel.

"n" AND "v" IJP AND DOWN BUTTONS
For stepping up or down through the displayed frequency or the memory channels; or to start
scanning by pressing either button for more than one (1) second.

"SCN" BUTTON
For starting the scan function.

.\i'l]VI" VFOA4EMO RY BUTTON
For switching between the VFO mode (manually entered frequency) and the MEMO mode
(memory channel).

"MODE" BUTTON
For selecting the mode (AM, FMN, OR FMW) that you wish the receiver to operate on or be
programmed for.

"STEP"BUTTON
To change the frequency steps (5.0, 10.0,12.5,20.0,25.0, 50.0, or 100k) that the receiveris
currently programmed for.

"SCAN.C" BUTTON
For selectingone ofthree different resume scan modes;CAR (carrrier), AUD (audio), orTIM
(timer).

J .

4.

5.

6.

q

8.

9.
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10.

1 1 .

12.

13 .

"PRI"BUTTON
For setting or cancelling the priority function.

"ALM'BUTTON
For setting or cancelling the alarm function.

"SKIP" BUTTON
For selecting a memory channel(s) that you want to be skipped while
scanning, or cancelling the skip function.

"DEI"AY'BUT"TON
For setting the amount delay time that a channel is monitored before the
resume scan function starts scanning channels again.

"BAND LIMIT"'BUTTON
For setting the lower band limit and the upper band limit for the band
scanning function.

..ANT'BUT"TON

For selection either "ANT 1" or "ANT 2" to receive on.

"ATf'BUTTON t; i 1,
For turning on or offthe receiver attenuator (-10db) circuit.

"AUTO" BUTTON
For recalling the factory programmed mode that has the frequen cy range,
mode (AM, FMN, or FMW), and channel step already programmed into
memory. Refer to the "AUTO PROGRAMMED" Iist in this manual.

"TIMER ON / OFF" BUTTONS
The ON lights up when you press the "ON" timer button on the remote
control, and the "ON" goes out when you press the "ON" button again. The
OFF lights up when you press the "OFF' timer button on the remote control,
and the "OFF" goes out when you press the "OFF" button again.

14.

1 5 .

16 .

'1 4
r  t .

-

18 .
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19 .

20.

21".

"MUTE" BUTTON
For muting the audio (greatly reduces the audio level until the mute button
pressed again.

"sq BUTTON
For opening the receiver squelch setting that is set by the the front panel
"SQ" (squelch) control. Used primarily for receivingvery weak signals that
do not completly break (open) squelch.

"OPTION 1&2" BUTTONS
For selecting"OPTION 1" oT"OPTION 2" ifthese options are installedinthe
receiver.

"M -) \T'BUTTON
For switching between the MEMO mode (memory channel) and the VFO
mode (manually entered frequency).

"PWR" BUTTON
For turning the receiver ppwer On and Off. Note: The front panel "PWR /
VOL" control must be turned On and power supply voltage must be applied
before the remote 'P'WR" button will function.

22.

23.



22 OPERATION

F'ACTORY PROGRAMMED MODE

The Factory Programmed Mode Chart lists the entire frequency range of the
receiver in segments. Each frequency segment is listed with the mode and
frequency step that the segment has been programmed to operate on. This factory
programming has been established for those modes and frequency combinations
which are most common on a world-wide basis. You will frnd that you will wish to
change some ofthe modes and frequency steps for certain frequencies in your area.
Refer to the Factory Programmed Mode Chart in the Specification.

powER oN, VOLIIME COI{TROL, AND SQUELCH CONTROL

There are two different ways of turning the SR001 ON and OFF. Be sure that the
receiver is connected to a DC power source that is On. The receiver can then be
burned On by either the PWWOL control located on the front panel, or by pressing
the PWR button on the remote control.

1 . Rotate the PWR/VOL control clockwise from the click position and adjust the
volume for a comfortable listening level. Rotating the control counter-
clockwise to the click position will turn Offthe receiver.

The remote control can also be used to turn the receiver On and Off.
However, the front panel PWMVOL control must be turned On for the
remote control to operate. First turn On the receiver with the front panel
PWVVOL control and adjust the volume for a comfortable listening level.
The receiver can then be turned Offor On by pressing the PWR button on the
remote control.

The SQ (squelch) control quiets (no audio noise can be heard) the receiver
when the receiver is turned On, but no sigaal is beingreceived. The proper
way to set the squelch to its proper threshold level is to rotate the front panel
(SQ) squelch control clockwise until audible noise disappears and the green
BUSY light on the front panel so-es-pq_t. There is also a SQ button on the
remote control. Pressing this button will open (noise will be heard) the
squelch or close (no noise will be heard) the squelch back to its preset level
that was set by the front panel SQ (squelch) control.

3.
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1 .

VFO/IVIEMO MODE

Each frequency that you wish to listen to must be programmed into the VFO before
thatfrequency can be stored in one ofthe 200 available memories (MEMO mode). For
an example, the National Weather Service frequency of 162.550 MHz will frrst be
programmed into the VFO, and then stored into memory (MEMO) channel185. The
receiver will then be switched from the VFO mode to the MEMO mode so the memorv
channel can be recalled.

NOTE: The National Weather Seruice frequency nny be different in your area.

Set the receiver to the 'VFO" mode if it is not already in that mode. The front
panel should display either "VFO" or "MEMO". If it is in the "MEMO" mode,
press the 'VIM" button on the front panel and the function should change to
'"VFO". If the function still does not change, the receiver may be in the scan
mode which is indicated by either an "A " or 'V " on the front panel. Press
the "SCN" button on the remote control, and the arrow should disappear.
Then press the "V/1VI" button and the receiver should switch to the '1II'O"

mode.

Repeatedly pressingthe "MODE"button will step through modes FmW, Am,
and FmN, so you can select the mode you desire for the frequency you have
programmed. Now select "FmN" which is the correct mode for the national
weather frequency.

Repeatedly pressing the "STEP" button will step through frequency steps
5.0, 10.0, 72.5,20.0,25.0, 50.0, or 100 kHz, so you can select the correct
frequency step for the frequency you have programmed. Now select "10.0
kHz" which is the correct frequency step for the national weather frequency.

Repeatedly press the "AUTO" button and note that the " {c " indicator will
light and then goes out. When the " * " indicator is on, the receiver is in the
Factory Programmed Mode *hich is shown in the chart in the Specifications
section. Now press the "AUTO" button and turn offthe " * " indicator.

2.

4.
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5.

7.

8.

Repeatedly press the I'IUVTD' button which will alternately switch between
"ANT.1" and "ANT.2". Now select the antenna that you will use for this
frequency.

6. Press the "ENT"'button which will cause the numeric frequency display to
go blank and the "o" indicator to light.

Enter the frequency 'teZ.SS" by pressing the numbered buttons (on the front
panel or the remote control) exactly in order including the decimal point.
Then press the "ENT''button. This will enter the frequency in the "VFO" and
the "a" will go out.

Now store the frequency into MEMO channel "185" by first pressing the "M"
button. Thefrequency displaymay suddenly change and display a different
frequency (the lastfrequency thatwas displayed) than the frequencyyou are
storing in memory.

Select MEMO channel "185" by one of two ways. First, by pressing the
numbered button s and then "ENT"'. Sqgnd, by p res sing either the "n' or uv'

button to start scanning toward the fvftflid.ttaffi 
"ftner 

that y6-u waii
to store the frequency in, and then the "SgJ.{" button on the remote control
to stop scanning. If you pass the MEMO channel you wish, momentarily
press the "A" or "v" button to step to the actual channel you wish. Then press
the "ENT'button.

REPEATEDTY PRESSING IHE'vlM" BUTTON SWIICHES
BETWEEN IHT VFO MODE
AND THE MEMO MODE

o
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SCAN MODE

NOTE: The receiver has 200 MEMO channels available which are grouped into ten
(10)groupsoftwenty(20)channelseach. Afrequencycanbestoredintoanyoneof
the 200 channels. However, the receiver also has a Group Memory Scan function. It
is possib)e to scan one or more specific groups oftwenty (20) MEMO channels without
scanning all ten (10) MEMO groups. Therefore, you may wish to assign specific
frequencies into particular MEMO groups.

Frequencies can be classifred into many different types of transmissions. They
include the National Weather Service, commercial FM broadcast stations, govern-
ment, business, aviation, and amateur radio, among others. Stations such as the
National Weather Service and commercial FM stations transmit continuously so
there is always a carrier frequency thatwill always stop the scanningfunction. Other
stations only transmit when communications are necessary. Therefore, it may be
desirable to program similar types of stations into the same MEMO channel group
so you can more easily scan for particular frequencies.

\rFOSCANNING

1. Repeat theVFO/IVIEMO programmingstepstoprogram otherfrequencies
ofyour choice into the VFO, and then store them in MEMO channels thatyou
may designate by MEMO groups.

2. Press the "V/II" button so the receiver is in the VFO mode and note the
frequency shown on the display.

3. Press the "SCN" button to start and stop the scanning function. Note that
the "1" or the " V " will be indicated on the display indicatingthe scanning
direction is either up or down in frequency.

4. The scanning function may also be started by pressing either the "r" button
to scan up in frequency, or the'v" button to scan down in frequency. Stop the
scanning function by pressing "SCN" button.
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2.

MEMO SCANNING

Press the "VNI>' button so the receiver is in the MEMO mode and note the
MEMO channel shown on the display.

Press one of the buttons ("A", "v", or "SCN") to start scanning the memory
channels. Note that scanning will always stop on a continuous carrier
frequency such as the National Weather Service or a commercial FM
broadcast station. The frequency and the MEMO channel of the received
frequency will be displayed. The scanningfunction will continue on past any
other frequency (MEMO channel) that is presently not transmitting.

Stop the scanning function by pressing "SCN" button.

RESUME SCANMNG

The scanning mode can also be programmed for one of three different resume scan
functions. Scanning for: "CAR" (carrier) which is to detect the presence of a
transmitted carrier on the frequen'cy beingreceived;"AUD" (audio) which is to detect
the presence ofintermittent audio; and "TIM" (timer) which is the programmed time
delay before scanning is resumed after stopping on a frequency. The resume scan
mode is selected by repeatedly pressing the "SCAN.C" button on the remote control
for "CAR", "AIJD", or "TfM".

"CAR" (CARRIER) MODE

The carrier mode allows the receiver to resume scanning when a carrier is
no longer present on the frequency you are receiving. In addition; the delay
time, before scanningis resumed, is programmable up to a maximum of19-
seconds.

For example, to program a delay time of 2-seconds; press the "DEI,AY"
button, the number "2" button, and then the "ENT'button. Now when the
scan function stops on a frequency with a carrier present, the delay digits on
the display will count down from "2" to"0", and then scanning will resume
even though the carrier is still present.

.J.
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"AUD" (AUDIO) MODE

The audio mode al.lows the receiver to detect the presence of intermittent
audio, and then to resume scanning when the audio is no longer present on
the frequency you are receiving. In addition;the delay time, before scanning
is resumed, is programmable up to a maximum of 19-seconds.

For example, to program a delay time of 5-seconds; press the "DELAY"
button, the number "5" button, and then the "ENT"'button. Now when the
scan function stops on a frequency with audio present, the delay digits on the
display will count down from'5" to'0', and then scanning will resume even
though the carrier is stil l present.

AUDIO MODE
5-SEC DELAY

CARRIER MODE
2.SEC DETAY
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"TIM" (TIMER) MODE

The timer mode allows the receiver to resume scanning after a programmed
delay time even though a carrier and audio may be present on the frequency
you are receiving. The delay time, before scanning is resumed, is program-
mable up to a maximum of l9-seconds.

For example, to program a delay time of 19-seconds; press the "DELAY'
button, the numeric buttons "l" and "9", and then the "ENT'button. Now
when the scan function stops on a frequency with audio present, the delay
digits on the display will count down from "19" t0 "0", and then scanning will
resume even though the carrier and audio may still be present.

TIMER MODE
I9'SEC DELAY

NOTE: Each frequency that is programmed into a MEMO channel can be
programnled for a particular resume scan mode best suited for that particular
frequency. After becoming familiar with the characteristics of each scan
mode, you may wish to change the mode and delay or frequencies you already
haue programmed in the MEMO channels.
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COPYMEMO CHANNEL
(ONE MEMO CHANNEL TO ANOTHER MEMO CHANNEL)

l. For example, transfer the National Weather Service frequency of162.55kHz
that is stored in MEMO channel 185 to MEMO channel 100.

2. Press the "V44" button to so to the MEMO mode.

Press the "ENT" button; numeric buttons "7","8", and "5"; and then the
"ENT. button. Note: Do not use the "n" or "v" buttons to select the MEMO
channel as the MEMO channel will not copy properly.

Press the "M" button; numeric buttons "7","0", "0"; and then the "ENT'
button. MEMO channel l85 is now copied to MEMO channel100, and is stil l
in MEMO channel l35 as well.

Now use u,.' or "v'buttons to select MEMO channels 100 and 185 to verifv
the 162.550 kHz copied from one MEMO channel to another.

SKIP MEMO CIIANNEL

The "SKIP" memo function allows a particular MEMO frequency to be bypassed
(SKfP) while scanning. This is important for frequencies such as the National
Weather Service which transmits a carrier frequency with audio on a continuous
basis. This is the same for commercial FM broadcast stations. You may wish to mark
a particular frequency (MEMO channel) with the "SKIP" indicator so that during
scan, you can choose to stop on this frequency or "SKIP" it.

NOTE: Only frequencies that dre programmed into MEMO channels 180
through 199 can be "SKIPPED". Therefore, you. may wise to use these
memor ie s for fre q uenc ie s t hat y o u may w i s h to " S I{[ P" late r d uring sc anning.

The National Weather Service frequency that is now in MEMO channel 100 will be
programmed so it will be "SKIPPED" during scanning.
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1 Press the .'VNI" button to go to the MEMO mode.

Press the "ENT''button; numeric buttons "I","8", and "5"; and then the
"ENT'button. Note: Do not use the "n" or "v" buttons to select the MEMO
channel as the MEMO channel will not "SKIP" properly. You have now
recalled MEMO channel 1 85.

3. Press the "M" button, the "SKIP" button, and then the "ENT''button. The
skip mark indicator (curved arrow) will now be indicated above the "CH"
MEMO channels.

4. Press the "SKIP" button on the remote control and note that "SKIP" (word)
lights on the display. When "SKIP" lights, the frequency will be skipped
during scan. When "SKIP" is not lighted (curved arrow still showing), the
frequency will not be skipped.

5. Press the "n" or "v" button and step through all MEMO channels that you
have programmed. Note that MEMO channel 185 is skipped and no longer
appears.

Press the "SKIP" button agai n and note that "SKlP" is no longer showing on
the display.

Press the "A" or "v" button and step through all MEMO channels that you
have programmed. Note that MEMO channel 185 now appears.

SKIP MEMORY
CHANNEL

b .

7.
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1 .

2.

e)

4.

CLEAR (ERASE) MEMO CHANNEL

Now that MEMO channel 185 has been copied to MEMO channel 100, MEMO
channel 185 will be cleared.

Press the "VilU" button to go to the MEMO mode.

Press the "ENT" button; numeric buttons "1","8", and "5"; and then the
"ENf button. Note: Do not use the'n" or "v'buttons to select the MEMO
channel as the MEMO channel will not clear properly.

Press the "M" button and then the "ENT'button.

Now use the 'n" or'v'buttons to verify that MEMO channel 185 has been
cleared and that frequency 162.550 kHz is stil l in MEMO channel 100.

MEMO GROUP SCAN

The two hundred (200) memories of the receiver are divided in ten (10) groups of
twenty (20) MEMO channels each. Any frequency using any mode, frequency
stepping, resume scan delay, or antenna selection can be programmed into any one
of the MEMO channels. The only consideration are frequencies that you may wish
to "SKIP" while scanning as discussed in the SKIP MEMORY CHANNEL section.

NOTE: Only frequencies that dre programmed into MEMO channels 180
through 199 can be "SKIPPED". Therefore, you n'Lay wise to use these
memor ie s fo r fre q uenc ie s t hat y ou may wi s h t o " S KI P" late r d u ring scanning.

The MEMO groups are divided into ten (10) groups as follows:

Group 0
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

000-019 MEMO Channels
020-039 MEMO Channels
040-059 MEMO Channels
060-079 MEMO Channels
080-099 MEMO Channels

Group 5 100-119 MEMO Channels
Group 6 120-139 MEMO Channels
Group 7 140-759 MEMO Channels
Group 8 i60-179 MEMO Channels
Group 9 180-199 MEMO Channels
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A MEMO group only has to have one frequency programmed into one of its twenty
(20) MEMO channels to qualify as a MEMO group. Each MEMO group of ten (10)
channels can be scanned as a separate group, all MEMO groups can be scanned, or
a combination of some groups can be scanned while other groups are not scanned.
Your choice of which MEMO groups will be scanned together, and which groups will
not be scanned, can be changed at any time.

To realize the full capabilities ofthe MEMO group scan function, ib will be necessary
to program at least one frequency each into at least three different MEMO groups
ofyour choice.

I Press the "V44" button to go to the MEMO mode.

Press the numeric button for each MEMO group that you have a frequency
programmed into. Example: Press the "5" button because we previously
copied the National Weather Service frequency of 162.550 kHz into MEMO
channel 100. Note that a small number "5" lights up on the display under
the MEMO channel numbers.

Press the numeric bntton. for any MEMO groups that you have pro-
grammed frequencies into.

Press the " ' or "v" button and step through all MEMO channels that you
have programmed. Note that every MEMO channel you have programmed
should appear unless you again press "SK[P". Then the skipped MEMO
channel will not appear.

Press the "SCN" button and note that scanningimmediately starts in either
an up or down direction. Press tbe "SCN" button again to continue the
scanning.

Note: You may haue progranxmed particular resume scan modes on some
frequencies that you haue progr&mmed into MEMO channels. Some of these
modes are "AUD" or "TIM" delays, etc. When scanning stops on a MEMO
channel where a resun'Le scan mode has been programmed, that mode
(example: l2-second "TIM" delay before resume scan) will take priority before
scannins will continue to the next MEMO channel.

3.

4.
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6.

7.

9.

10.

1 1 .

12.

>.

Note the MEMO channel and frequency that scanning has stopped on.

Note what MEMO group that MEMO channel is in.

Press one of the numeric buttons for a MEMO group other than the MEMO
group that scanning has stopped on. (Example: If scanning has stopped on
MEMO channel 100, that is MEMO group "5". Press the numeric "5" button
and note that tbe MEMO group number "5" will not go out because scanning
stopped in that MEMO group.)

Press aMEMO group numberotherthanthe MEMOgroup you are presently
in. Note that the MEMO group number you pressed go out on the display
indicating that you can no longer scan that MEMO group.

Press the "n" or "v" button and continue scanning through all MEMO chan-
nels that you have programmed.

Press the "SCN" button again to stop scanning.

Repeatedly press the "V/M" button to go to either the VFO or MEMO modes.

Followingthis procedure, you can add or delete whatftequencies you wish programmed
into MEMO channels, what particular resume scan modes (if any) you wish
programmed for that frequency, what MEMO group you wish that frequency
programmed into, and what MEMO groups you want included in your MEMO

MEMO GROUP
SCAN

channel scanning.
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BAND SCAN

The Band Scan mode provides ten (10) MEMO bands that can be programmed for
scanning with your specific band limits. You can program each MFIMO band
independently with your specific frequency ranges and modes. These MEMObands
are in addition to the 200 MEMO channels and 10 }{EMO groups.

The front panel of  the receiver already lras buttons "I" ,"2",  and "3" marked with
"FM", "'lV', and "PRSNL". The programming example that follows will program
butlon "1" ( front panel or remote control)  for the commercial  F-M Lrroadcast band in
the Uniterl States. You nray rvith to program the olher MEMO br,rnds with freqr:ency
ranges and modes that part icular ly interest you. Frequency band suggesl ions are
ar. iat ion, amateur racl io,  publ ic safety,  TV, and c<lmmerci i r ' l  business r trc l io.

Note:Befbre progruntmi.ng apctrticularMEMO band, you must d.eternin.e the
specific nndes thut LaiLl be ttsed fbr all frequenci,es you tuiLL rec'eiue in thct
bun rl. Mod e s inc I u de : AM, FmW, and FmN ; fr eq ue ncy st e p p i n g : re s u nt e sca n :
and antenna selection. ,

Tlre commercial FM broadcast band, which is 88.1-107.9MH2, will be programmed
into MEMO band "1" as follows:

1. Press the "VA{" button to go to the VFO mode.

2. Press the "MODE" button and select "Fm'W".

3. Press the "STEP" button and select "l00.0 kHz".

4. Press the "SCAN.C" button and select "TIM". Then press the "DELAY"
button, the "3" butto n, and the "ENT" button. N ote : A re s ume scan delay time
of three (3) seconds has been programmed. The "SCAN.C" modes of "CAR"
and "AUD" cannot be used for the commercial FM broadcast band. These
stations transmit both a cclrrier frequency and au.dio 1007o of the time.
Therefore, only the "TIM" mode will allow resume scan after a programmed
time delay.
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t'.

7 .

8.

9.

10.

11 .

L2.

Press the "AN'f 'button an r i l le i t  the antenna of your choice.

Press the "AU'IO" button a ,d be sure that the "4 " is 0ff.

Press the "BAND LIMIT" b,rtton on the remote control. Note that the "Y"
lights up to indicate the lowe r frequency limit will not be programmed.

Press the "1" button. This rs Lhe number of the MEMO band that is being
programmed.

Press numeric butt0ns "8", "8", """ (decimal), and "1". This programs the
lower limit frequency of 88.1 IVtlIz.

Press the "ENT' button. Note that the "f " goes out, and the "A " lights up
to irrdicate the upper frequency limit will now be programmed.

Press numeric buttons "1", "0", "7" "." (decimal), and "9". This programs the
lorver l imit  f requency of 107.9 MHz.

Press the "ENT' button. Xot" tf,uf the "l " goes out, but the "1" stays light
to indicate that you have programmed MEMO band "1".

BAND SCAN
LOWER LIMIT

BAND SCAN
UPPER TIMIT
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Note:The programmingforthe commercialFM broadcast band isnow complete when
MEMO band "7" is recalled. Proceed with the following steps to recall this MEMO
band and scan the frequencies.

Press the "1" button. Scanning may start as soon as you press the "L". If
scanning does not start, press the "SCN" button.

Note that when the scanning stops and a frequency is displayed, the "TIM"
"DE["AY'digits count down from "3" to"l", and then the receiver scans until
stopping on the next frequency.

Stop the scanning by pressing the "SCN" button. The receiver then returns
to the'VFO" mode.

This same programming procedure can be followed to program the other MEMO
bands with frequency ranges and modes that particularly interest you.

For quick reference, you may wish to install labels (supplied with the receiver) above
the buttons on the front panel to personalize the MEMO bands or groups.

TIMER MODE

The "TIMER" mode has both a programmable "ON" timer and a progtammable
"OFF" timer. Each timer can be programmed independently of the other for a
maximum time of 99-hours and S9-minutes. The timers also function independent
of any mode that may be programmed in the receiver.

Note:The timers operate by elapsed time rather than time-of-day. Example:
If the time is B:00 P.M., and you tuish the timer to turn "ON" the receiuer at
6:30 A.M., you will program the timer for "10:30" hours and minutes of
elapsed time rather than the actual time of 6:30 A.M.

The "ON" timer will be programmed to turn "ON" the receiver two (2) minutes after
you press the "ENT'' button. Then the "OFF" timer will be programmed to turn
"OFF" the receiver two minutes after vou Dress the "ENT''button.

15.
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Select any "VFO" or "MEMO" frequency.

Press the "TIMER ON" button on the remote control. Note that the clock
symbol and "ON" lights, and the display changes to a clock format with
hours, minutes, and a colon displayed. All zeros are also displayed.

Press numeric button "2" This programs an "ON" time of 2 minutes from the
time you press the "ENT"'button.

Press tlre "ENT'button. Note that the receiver turns "OFF". but the clock
symbol and the word "ON" stays light.

N ote : 1' h e t ime r i s no w c ount ing t he e lap se d t ime from 2 - min ute s to ze ro. T he
receiuer will then tunt-on at the end of the 2-minutes.

Now that the receiver has turned-on, an "OFF" time will be similarly programmed.

5 . Press the "TIMER OFF" button on the remote control. Note that the clock
symbol and "OFF" lights; and the display changes to a clock format with
hours, minutes, and a colon displayed. All zeros should be displayed.

Press numeric button "2" This programs an "OFF" time of 2 minutes from
the time you press the "ENT'button.

Press the "ENT''button. Note that the clock symbol and the word "OFF" are
still displayed, but the display changes back to the programmed frequency.

Note: The cloch is now counting down from 2-minutes to }-minutes. The
receiuer will then turn-on at the end of the 2-minutes.

TIMER MODE
2-MlN "ON"

4.
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PRIORITY MODE

The pricrity feature provides for periodic checking ofcarrier and audio activity on
one frequency while listening to another frequency. The priority channel is MEMO
channel "000"; while the other frequency can be in the VFO mode, the MEMO mode,
or frequencies being scanned. When a signal appears on the priority channe.l, the
receiver automatically switches to the priority channel.

When the receiver checks the priority channel (approximately 5-second intervals) for
activity, it is actually checkingfor the presence of a transmitted carrier with audio.
Ifthe carrier and audio is present, the priority channel is monitored until the instant
the audio disappears. The receiver then continues monitoring whatever other
frequency or mode you programmed.

During a normal radio conversation, the audio will disappear momentarily when a
person stops talking. This lvill cause the receiver to instantly switch frequencies even
if you wish to continue monitoring the priority channel. Therefore, it is suggested
that you program a resume scan delay of 5-seconds using the "CAR" mode. This
typically allows suffrcient time for no'rmal breaks in conversation.

1. Press the "YllVf' button to go to the VFO mode.

2. Program a "CAR" scan resume delay time of 5-seconds.

2. Program tbe other modes for the priority frequency you will enter.

3. Press the "ENT''button, and program a priority frequency of your choice.
Then press the "ENT"' button again. Note: Do not use the "n' or *v" buttons
to select aWO frequency as the priority mode will not function properly.

4. Press "M", priority MEMO channel "000", and "ENT''. This programs your
frequency and modes into the priority MEMO channel.

5. Now select any other frequency in theVFO mode, MEMO mode, or scan mode
thab you wish to monitor.
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6. Press the "PRI" button. Note that the display flashes momentarily about
every 5-seconds as the receiver checks the priority channel.

7. To cancel the priority function, press the "PRI" button.

AI"AR,M MODE

The alarm mode operates similarly to the priority mode, except that when activity
is detected on the alarm channel, a LOUD audio beeping and FI"ASHING display
occurs for S-seconds. This is to alert you that a transmitted carrier with audio was
detected. During the bpeping, you will not be able to hear the received audio unless
you press any button on the remote control to cancel the beeping.

Press the "V/W button to go to the MEMO mode.

Press the "ENT"' button.

Press the "ALARM" button.

Select the MEMO channel that you wish to designate the "ALARM" channel.
You must the "n" or "v" to select the MEMO channel.

Press the ".ENT"' button.

Press the "ALARM'button to activate the alarm mode. Note that the display
flashes momentarily about every 5-seconds as the receiver checks the alarm
channel.

Now you can select any other MEMO channel, VFO channel, or scan other
frequencies. When th e alarm channel detects a carrier with audio. the alarm
is activated.

Cancel the alarm mode by again pressing the "ALARM" button.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

6 .

4
L

8.
/
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RESET MICROPROCESSOR

Resettingthe microprocessor completelyresets all frequencies, modes, andfunctions
to original factory programming faults. This should only be necessary in case of a
severe operational problem tbat may be caused by the microprocessor. Normally,
only an unusual spark of static electricity or actual failure of the microprocessor
would require the microprocessor to be reset.

If necessary, reset the microprocessor as follows:

1. T\rrn offthe receiver.

2. Simultaneously press the "n " and "SCN" buttons and turn on the receiver.

The receiver is now reset and ready for your programming.

OPTIONAL RS.232C IIVTT)RFACE

The receiver has been desigried for an optional RS-232C interface. The micropro-
cessor baserl design of the receiver provides the capability to be proE;rammed and,/or
operatedbypersonalcomputerusinganinter{ace. Atthepresentt ime,theinterface
and its interface parameters are not available. You may wish to contact Shinwa and
express your interest and requirements for the interface.

FACTORY PROGRAMMED MODE

The Factory Programmed Mode Chart lists the entire frequency range of the
receiver in segments. Each frequency segment is listed with the mode and
frequency step that the segment has been programmed to operate on. This factory
programming has been established for those modes and frequency combinations
wbich are most common on a world-wide basis. You will find that you will wish to
change some of the modes and frequency steps for certain frequencies in your area.
Refer to the Factory Programmed Chart on the next page.
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GENERAL

Frequency Ranges:

Modulation Type:

Programmable Freq. Steps:

Scanning Speed:

Memory Channels:

Antenna Impedance:

Frequency Stability:

Temperature Range:

Power Source:

Power Consumption:

Lithium Battery:

Size:

SPECIFICATIONS

25.0 - 999.95 MHz (minimum 5 kHz steps)

A3 (AM) / F3 (FM) wide or narrow

5.0, 10.0, 12.5,20.0,25.0, 50.0, or 100 kHz

35-Ch / Sec in VFO mode
25-Ch / Sec in MEMO mode

200 Channels (10 groups of20-Ch ea)

50 O (BNC and "N" antenna connectors)

+ 3 ppm (parts per million)

32 to722 "F (0 to +50 "C)

13.5 VDC +I07o, negative ground

1.5 Amps (maximum)

Type CR2032/l (3V) memory back-up
See your Authorized Shinwa Dealer
for replacement.

7.0 (W x 1.97 (H) x 5.9 (D) in
178 (W) x 50 (H) x 150 (D) mm
DIN standard for vehicle applications

3.09lbs (1.4 Xg;Weight:
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RECEIVER

Receiving Circuitry:

Intermediate Frequencies:

Receiving Sen sitivity :

Squelch Sensitivity:

External Speaker Jack:

Earphone Jack:

Tliple-Conversion Super Heterodyne

1st. IF 999.5 MHz 10.5 MHz
2nd IF 45MHz
3rd IF 10.7 MHz (FM-W)

455 kHz (FM-N, AM)

FM-N below -4 dbp (1zdb SINAD @ 150.1 MHz)
FM-W below 12dbu (12db SINAD @ 80.1 MHz)
AM below a dbp (12db S/N @ 120.5 MHz)

FM-N below -5 dbtr (150 MHz Band)
AM below -5 dbp (150 MHz Band)

Over 1 Watt to a speaker jack (3.5 mm) for the
optional ZPIZ| external 8C) speaker

Optional ZPI0D earphone (30 -600f))

S P EC IFICAT I ON S S UBJ E CT TO C HANGE W ITH OUT N OTIC E O R OB LIGATION.
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SROOT QIIICK REFERENCE CIIART

FUNCTION OPER.ATION MODE REMARKS

ENTER
AFITEQ.

II{TO THE
vFo

PRESS'EI{T.'
ENTERTHE FREQ.

PRNSS'ENT'
'vF(y'

SCANNING NOT
AVAILABLE ITTHEN

ENTERINGA
rREQ.

C}IANGE TIIE
FUNCTION OF

A PREVIOUSLY
ENTERED FREQ.

PRESS'MODE'',
"STEP" OR"ANT'
TTIEN CIIANGE

FUNCTION

'MODE""
"sTEP"

OR
''ANT'

NOT POSSIBIJ
ftIHEN TIIE "1" IS

DISPLAYED

ENTERA FREQ
INTOA

MEMORY'MEM(Y'
CIIANNEL

SELECT THE FREQ.,
PRESS'1w"

ENTERMEM CH f,
PRESS'ENT'

'MEMC/'

OR
FUNCTION IS

POSSIBLE WTIEN
TTIE "o" IS
FI-ASHING

RECALLINGA
}IEMORY

CIIANNEL WIIEN
IN'\TFO''MODE

PRESS'V/trtr"'EIVf"
ENTERMEM CH #, &

PRESS'ENT': OR
'ENf '&  "n  "OR"V"

'\rFcv' POSSIBLE IF

IIQIDISPI-AYED

RECALLINGA
MEMORY

CIIANNEL WIIEN
IN'MEMO''MODE

PRESS'ENT'
ENTERMEM CII #, &

PRESS'EIYT'; OR
'EIVT'&, 'n , '  OR"V' ,

'MEMO'
POSSIBLE IF

TTfE "a" IS
NOTDISPI"AYED

TO SCAN
PRESS'SCAIY"
PRESS" A 

' '

OR
PRESSII V I '

"a "
OR

i l V  r t

PRESS'SCAN'
AGAINTO STOP

THIS MODE

CTIANGE TIIE SCAN
FUNCTION OF THE

RTSTIME SCAN
MODE

PRESS'SCAN.C"
TO SELECT'CAR"

'AUD" OR'"TIM'AS
ASCANMODE

"cAR",''AIID"
OR

lrl]fMlI

TTIIS FUNCTION
CANBE CIIANGED

WIIIIJ INArrfY
MODE

SETTING TIIE
"olv'oR"oFTi

TIMER
F'UNCTION

PRESS TIMER
"olroR'l)FF'
ENTER TIME,
PRESS'El{r'

"o"MAXIMUMTIME IS
99 HRS & s9IVIIN

FROM THE
PRESENT TIME
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